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Who are SQuARes?

In this newsletter…

SQuARes stands for SESSA Quality
Improvement and Research Network.

• Who are SQuARes?
• The last year of SQuARes

We are a group of trainees who work
together to drive quality improvement
across the region.

• SESSA QI day
• Medical students QI teaching

Our key goals are to:

• Environmental projects

• Establish a regional network of
anaesthetic trainees who conduct
multi-centre research and quality
improvement with a high potential
for making an impact

• Upcoming national projects
• Committee changes

• Ensure that involvement in research
and quality improvement is
accessible to all anaesthetic trainees
• Allow trainees to continue their
involvement in research and quality
improvement projects as they
migrate around the deanery
• Provide training in research and
quality improvement for trainees.
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The last year of SQuARes…
It’s been a challenging year for everyone working in the
COVID-19 pandemic, and for understandable reasons
quality improvement and research has slowed.
However, it has also given opportunities for projects
examining how we can work effectively within our ‘new
normal’, and as life and work restrictions begin to relax
we are excited to take on the next year with bigger and
better projects.

SESSA QI Day
December 2020 saw the first ever SESSA QI day, which was hosted online. It was
organised by Steven Morrison and Kathryn McAndrew and attended by trainees from
all grades. We heard some incredible talks from
the likes of Ross Patterson and Kate Carey, as
well as poster and oral presentations from
trainees. This day gave trainees the opportunity
to present some of their great QI projects and to
hear about other work across the region. We hope to create an annual event from this
– and who knows, perhaps the next one could be in person! Look out for advertising
later in the year.

Medical students QI teaching
In November 2020 we hosted an online event for medical
students, in liason with the Edinburgh University
Anaesthesia & Critical Care Society. We discussed the role
and methodology of audit, QI and research and used
interactive activities to get them thinking about how to come up with good QI projects
and possible ways to design these. This was attended by over 50 students, and received
excellent feedback. We hope to make this a regular event for medical students, and to
create opportunities to involve students in QI projects in the near future.
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Environmental sustainability projects
The pandemic has introduced challenges regarding the excellent progress made over
the past few years with regards to environmental sustainability. SQuARes had been
involved in a number of projects just prior to this, including the Green Christmas
Initiative and a theatre-wide audit of use
of nitrous oxide. We are excited to start
contributing to more of this work as life in
theatres gets a little more back to normal
– with some upcoming projects including
reducing use of nitrous oxide and work
into low flow anaesthesia. Andrew Grant
has been a champion for sustainability in
theatres and supervised a number of
these projects, and we have had
opportunities to work alongside other
specialties including recovery nurses and
pharmacists.

Upcoming national projects
We are excited to be involved in the data collection of two
upcoming national projects – SNAP 3 (frailty, delirium and
the older surgical patient), and RAFT 4th National Project
(details to be confirmed). Trainees from each hospital
will be required to collect data – this will be advertised
by email in the near future but please let us know in
the meantime if you are interested in taking part.

Committee changes
After two years as SQuARes chairperson, John Livesey will be stepping down this year.
Andrew Shepherd will be taking over as chairperson after unanimous agreement by
the committee. Michael Wylie has done a brilliant job as our secretary this year,
stepping in while Cassandra Ferguson is on maternity leave (congratulations
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Cassandra!). We have re-structured the committee for the coming year, and we are
excited to be joined by some new members. These posts will be advertised soon – but
please get in touch in the meantime if you are interested in joining the team!

2020/2021 Committee:
• Chair: John Livesey
• Secretary: Michael Wylie
• Education rep: Steven Morrison
• Intermediate trainee rep: Emma Phillips
• Core trainee rep: Scott Osborne
• IT rep: Andrew Shepherd

2021/2022 Committee:
• Chair: Andrew Shepherd
• Secretary: Michael Wylie & Cassandra Ferguson
• Education rep: Steven Morrison
• Specialty trainee rep: TBC
• Core trainee rep: Scott Osborne
• IT rep: TBC
• Outreach rep: TBC
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